
Sr No QUESTION A B C D

1

which of+B8:G43 the following is not charcteristics of 

computer speed accuracy storage feeling

2 which of the following is not hardware of computer keyboard mouse scanner linux

3 select one which is not hardware part of computer printer monitor windows harddisk

4 select application software from following spreadsheet window linux unix

5 which is system software of following

word 

processing payroll games software apple ios

6

once the data items have beeen processed, the resulting 

information usually send to--------- device input output processor keyboard

7 which is not computer programming language. c c++ java linux

8

if a program has syntax error it cannot be fully 

converted into-------language machine high level assembly c++

9 which is not the step of program development life cycle

understand the 

problem Explain to user prepare the logic write a code

10 select first step in program development life cycle

prepare the 

logic understand the problem test the problem maintain the problem

11 find the last step in program development life cycle

prepare the 

logic understand the problem test the problem maintain the problem

12 A flowchart is a daigram that represents a ----------- software algorithm hardwared stoared data

13 which is disadvantage of flowchat

helps in 

debugging any change,redrawn flowchat help in analysis of problem

good program 

documentation

14 which symbol used for process in flowchart

15 select symbol used for data input

16 select symbol used for start/end

17 which symbol used for decision in flowchart

18

In c programming language,save file using extension 

such as .c .java .txt .exl

19 oop stands for-------------

object oriented 

programming output orent program object output program output object progrm

20 procedural programming also called------

imperative 

programming oop programming event dreiven programming c++

21 which is not procedure(POP) language c cobol fortran c++

22 which is not object oriented programming language c++ java c python

23 which is not high-level programming language c Fortran pascal assembly

24 c is developedd by -------------- jon bosco dennis ritchie jhon michel jorge bush
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25 which is not header file of following <stdio.h> <conio.h> <match.h> <cin.h>

26 symbol used for single line comment is ** // \\

27 symbol used for multiline  comment is /*    */ //    // ** %%

28

every c program have one mandatory function which is 

called-------- abc() main() string() user()

29 <stdio.h> support functions printf() getch() strcmp() main()

30 <conio.h> support to which of the following function getch() scanf() print() strcmp()

31 c is a----- programming language case sensitive not case sensitive oop language low level program

32

the ------------ in c contain alphabet,digit or special 

symbol used to represent information progaram character set number software

33 keyword are reserved words reserved special specific important

34 To display output in next line which character is used--- \t \v \n \f

35 which of the following is not keyword if goto struct function

36 which of the following is not keyword char function else for

37 what is storage size of integer 2 byte 3 byte 5 byte 6 byte

38 what is storage size of float 2 byte 4 byte 1 byte 6 byte

39 what is storage size of double 2 byte 1 byte 8 byte 5 byte

40 storage size of character 1 byte 2 byte 3 byte 4 byte

41

which function is used to find the exact memory space 

allocated for each c data type. size() sizeof() memory() storage()

42

a--- is a value or an identifier whose value cannot be 

changed in a program constant keyword value variable

43

A---- is a location capable of storing temporary data 

within a program keyword variable value constant

44

a declaration consists of data type followed by one or 

more variables name,ending with a ------ / : ; ?

45 operator is written in between operands called --- Infix postfix prefix postprefix

46 operatots is written before operators is called------ Infix postfix prefix postprefix

47 operator is written after operands called --- Infix postfix prefix postprefix

48 e r ro r is a----- variable valid invalid TRUE correct 

                                      unit II

49

the unary operator is an operator which operates on -----

operand one two three four

50

a binary operator is an operator which operates on ----- 

operands one two three four

51

a ternary operator is an operator, which operates on ---- 

operands one two three four

52 which is not arithmatic operator + - * !

53 which operator used to assign values to varibles = double equal to  eual to plus plus equal to

54 which operator used for addition   plus minus multiplication division

55 which operator used for getting remainder after division % * +

/


56 select the symbol of modulus + - * %

57 which is not compund assingment operator plus equal to minus equal to multiplication equal to double eual to

58

the ----- are used to find the relation between two 

variables arithmatic relational logical conditional operator

59 which of the following is not the relational operator > < >= *=

60 the ----- operator retrun when both conditions are true && || ! *

61

c is developed at bell laboratories in ---- by Dennis 

ritchie 1971 1989 1972 1974

62

a --- operator returns true when at least one of the 

condition is true && || :: **

63 what is symbol of logical AND %% # && **

64 what is symbol of logical OR !! || ** &&

65 select the symnol of logical NOT ! ** & ^

66 Bit wise operator are used to perform bit operations relational operation number operation logical operations

67 (condition?true value: false_value) this formula for conditional relational arithmatic logical operations

68 conditional operators are also called----- binary relational ternary arithmatic

69

the ----- operator are used to increase the value of the 

variable by one increment additional arithmatic decrease

70

the ---- operator are used to decrease the value of the 

variable by one increment additional decreament relational

71 which operator is used to get the address of varibale ^ & # ^

72 select increment operator from following * / double plus double minus

73 select decrement operator * / dounle plus double minus

74 which operator is used as pointer to a variable ! ~ * &

75 the ---- function is used to print output on screen printf() scanf() putchar strcpy()

76 the ------ function is used to accept the input from user printf() scanf() putchar strcpy()

77 identify preincrement variable i plus plus i i++ i--

78 identify post increment variables i i i++ i--

79 <stdio.h> function is not support the following one printf() scanf() getchar() log(num)

80

the ---- function concatenates a copy of string2 to 

string1 strcat() strcmp() strcpy() time()

81 the ---- function campares two strings strcat() strcmp() strcpy() time()

82 the ----- function copies contents of sting2 to string1

strcpy(string1,s

tring2) strcmp() strcat() time()

83 which conversion characater used for integer d e f g

84 which conversion character used for character d e c g

85

the ---- function is used to read a line from standard 

input gets() puts() getchar() clrscr()

86

the --- function is use to write a string to standard output 

up to but not including the null character gets() puts() clrscr() getchar()



Sr No QUESTION A B C D

1

The C code ‘for(;;)’ represents an infinite loop. It can be terminated 

by ___________
break exit(0) abort() terminate

2

Which loop is most suitable to first perform the operation and then 

test the condition?
 for loop while loop do-while loop  both b and c

3
The keyword ‘break’ cannot be simply used within _________. do-while if-else for while

4

 #include <stdio.h>

    void main()

    {

        int x = 5;

        if (x < 1)

            printf("hello");

        if (x == 5)

            printf("hi");

        else

            printf("no");

    }

return-type 

function-

name(argument 

type);

return-type 

function-

name(argument 

type){}

return-type 

(argument 

type)function-

name;

{return-type 

(argument 

type)function-

name;}

5 hi hello  no error

6

 #include <stdio.h>

    int x;

    void main()

    {

        if (x)

            printf("hi");

        else

            printf("how are u");

    }

 hi

how are you compile time error error

7

The value obtained in the function is given back to main by using 

________ keyword. return static new  volatile

8

Choose a syntax for C Ternary Operator from the list_____

 condition ? 

expression1 : 

expression2

condition : 

expression1 ? 

expression2

condition ? 

expression1 < 

expression2

condition < 

expression1 ? 

expression2
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9

What is the output of the C statement.?

int main()

{

    int a=0;

    a = 5<2 ? 4 : 3;

    printf("%d",a);

    return 0;

}

2 3 4 5

10 Loops in C Language are implemented using________  While Block For Block if else both a and b

11

Choose correct C while loop syntax______

while(condition)

{

    //statements

}

{

    //statements

}while(condition)

while(condition);

{

    //statements

}

while()

{

    if(condition)

    {

        //statements

    }

}

12

Choose a correct C for loop syntax______

for(initalization; 

condition; 

incrementoperation

)

{

    //statements

}

for(declaration; 

condition; 

incrementoperation

)

{

    //statements

}

for(declaration; 

incrementoperation

; condition)

{

    //statements

}

for(initalization; 

condition; 

incrementoperation

;)

{

    //statements

}

13

Choose a correct C do while syntax______

dowhile(condition)

{

    //statements

}

do 

while(condition)

{

    //statements

}

do (condition)

{

    //statements

}while()

do

{

    //statements

}while(condition);

14

What is the way to suddenly come out of or Quit any Loop in C 

Language?
continue; statement break; statement leave; statement  quit; statement

15

Expand or Abbreviate ASCII with regard to C Language_______

Australian 

Standard Code for 

Information 

Interchange

 American 

Standard Code for 

Information 

Interchange

American 

Symbolic Code for 

Information 

Interchange

Australian 

Symbolic Code for 

Information 

Interchange



16

A function which calls itself is called a ___ function.

 Self Function Auto Function
 Recursive 

Function
Static Function

17

How many values can a C Function return at a time.?  Only One Value Maximum of two 

values

 Maximum of three 

values

 Maximum of 8 

values

18

What are types of Functions in C Language.?

 Library Functions
User Defined 

Functions

 Both Library and 

User Defined 
Math function

19

What is the limit for number of functions in a C Program.?
2 8 16 No limit

20

Every C Program should contain which function.?
printf() show()  scanf() main()

21

What is the minimum number of functions to be present in a C 

Program.?
1 2 3 4

22

What characters are allowed in a C function name identifier?
Alphabets, 

Numbers, %, $, _

Alphabets, 

Numbers, 

Underscore ( _ )

Alphabets, 

Numbers, dollar $

Alphabets, 

Numbers, %

23

The functon definition has a function header statement with a body 

of statements enclosed within _______ and ______. 
(, ) {, } [, ] <,>

24

Function can be accessed or called by specifiying its name followed 

by list of arguments enclosed in parenthesis separated by_________.
comma full stop bracket semi colon

25

The syntax of function call statement is if function does not have 

return type__________

function 

name(parameters);

function 

name=(parameters)

;

function 

name=(parameters)

;}

[function 

name=(parameters)

;]

26 Function calling itself is________ Recursion processing declaration initilization

27 All string related functions are defined in _______ header file. stdio.h conio.h string.h math.h

28
There are two types of parameters_________ formal and actual informal and actual normal and actual

non-formal and 

actual

29
For defining a function two approaches are used_____and _______

Top down and 

Bottom up
Top and Bottom down and up Left and Right

30 Function declaration is a single line terminated by______. @ # ; :



Sr No QUESTION A B C D

1

Processor Directive in C language starts with______.

 $ symbol 

(DOLLAR)

 =symbol (At The 

Rate)

& symbol 

(Ampersand)  # symbol (HASH)

2

Preprocessor in C language works on________.

.

 .c file .exe file .h file

.cp  file

3

What is the another name for .C file.?

 Executable code Source Code Distributable Code Macro code

4

What is the keyword used to define a C macro.?

def definition define defy

5

What is the C keyword used to create global Constants.?

constant definition def define

6

What is the output file generated after processing a .C file.?

.h file .exe file  .cp file .bak file

7

What is the abbreviation of C STDIO in stdio.h.? Standard Input 

Output

String Terminating 

Operations Input 

Output Store Input Output Start Input output

8 Find a correct C Keyword below________ breaker go to  shorter  default

9 Find a correct C Keyword below________ Float  Int Long double

10 __________ variables are declared outside all functions. Internal External Program Source

11 ________ macro defines constant value and can be any of the basic data types.#define #defination #include #pragma

12 The preprocessor command for file inclusion look like this__________

#include<file_nam

e>

#integer<file_name

> #int<file_name> #float<file_name>

13 #Pragma is used to call a__________ before after main function in a C preprocessor.array function variable pointer

14 ________ contains declarations for certain mathematical functions.stdio.h conio.h math.h assert.h

15 ________ is a header file containing declarations for input/output routines.stdio.h conio.h math.h assert.h

16 _________ is a colletion o variables belongings to the same data type.Array Variable Algorithm Flowchart

17

An array Index starts with______.

0 1 2 3
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18

An entire array is always passed by ___ to a called function.

Call by value Call by reference Address relocation Address restructure

19
Which of the following is a correct format for declaration of array?

data-type array-

name[];

(data-type array-

name[];)

{data-type array-

name[];}

'data-type array-

name[];''

20

Global variables are ____________

Internal External

Both Internal and 

External constant

21

_______________ is the preprocessor directive which is used 

to end the scope of #ifdef.

 #elif #ifndef  #endif  #if

22 _____________ is the signature of the function also called a function declaration.Function prototype Function definition

Function 

initilization Function statement

23 A _________ statement that deals with multi-way decisions. if if else loop switch

24 __________ is a loop that never stops until you press ctrl-break on your keyboard.for loop do while loop while loop infinite loop

25 __________ programming is the process of subdividing a computer program into separate programs.Modular structured unstructured object 

26

The preprocessor directive which checks whether a constant 

expression results in a zero or non-zero value __________

#if  #ifdef #undef #ifndef

27

The preprocessor directive which is used to remove the 

definition of an identifier which was previously defined with 

#define?

#ifdef #undef #ifndef #def

28

 The purpose of the preprocessor directive #error is that 

________.

It rectifies any 

error present in the 

code

 It rectifies only the 

first error which 

occurs in the code

It causes the 

preprocessor to 

report a fatal error

It causes the 

preprocessor to 

ignore an error

29 Array is ______ datatype in C Programming language. Derived Data type Primitive Data type Custom Data type keyword Data type

30 What is the maximun number of dimensions an array in C may have? 2 8 16 no limit



Sr No QUESTION A B C D

1 "&" is called as ___________ in pointer concept. Conditional Operator Logical Operator Address Operator None of these

2 "*" is called as ___________. Address Operator Value at Operator

Scope Resolution 

Operator None of these

3 What is (void*)0?

Representation of NULL 

pointer

Representation of void 

pointer Error None of above

4 In which header file is the NULL macro defined? stdio.h stddef.h stdio.h and stddef.h math.h

5 How many bytes are occupied by near, far and huge pointers (DOS)? near=2 far=4 huge=4 near=4 far=8 huge=8 near=2 far=4 huge=8 near=4 far=4 huge=8

6
If a variable is a pointer to a structure, then which of the following operator is used 

to access data members of the structure through the pointer variable? . & * ->

7
What would be the equivalent pointer expression for referring the array element 

a[i][j][k][l] ((((a+i)+j)+k)+l) *(*(*(*(a+i)+j)+k)+l) (((a+i)+j)+k+l) ((a+i)+j+k+l)

8 A pointer is

A keyword used to 

create variables

A variable that stores 

address of an instruction

A variable that stores 

address of other variable All of the above

9 The operator used to get value at address stored in a pointer variable is * & && ||

10 In C a pointer variable to an integer can be created by the decalaration int p*; int *p; int +p; int $p;

11 Which of the following is most appropriate?

int*matrix; .....; free(void) 

matrix;

int*matrix; .....; free 

(matrix);

int*matrix; .....; 

if(matrix!=null) 

free(void*)matrix; None fo these

12 A pointer variable can be Passed to a function

Changed within a 

function Returned by a function

Can be assigned an 

integer value

13 The operators > and < are meaningful when used with pointers, if

the pointers point to data 

of similar type

the pointers point to 

structure of similar data 

type

the pointers point to 

elements of the same 

array none of these

14 Which of the following operators can be applied to pointer variable(s)? Division  Multiplication Casting None of these

15
A function q that accepts a pointer to a character as argument and returns a pointer 

to an array of integer can be declared as int (*q (char*) )[ ]  Int *q(char *)[ ]  int (*q) (char *)[ ]  none of the above

16 The declaration int (*p) [5]; means

p is a one dimensional 

array of size 5, of 

pointers to integers

p is a pointer to a 5 

element integer array the same as int *p[5]; none of the above

17 Consider the declaration int a = 5, *b = &a; The statement printf("%d", a * b); prints 25 garbage 5 x address of b an error message

18 If p is a pointer to an integer and t is a pointer to a character then sizeof (p) will be

same as that of sizeof ( t 

)

greater than that of 

sizeof (t)

 less than that of sizeof ( 

t ) none of the above

19 Which of the following comments about arrays and pointers is/are not true? Both are exactly same

Array is a constant 

pointer

Pointer is an one-

dimensional and 

dynamic array All of these

20 Which is an indirection operator among the following?  *  &  #  %

21 correct syntax to declare a 3 dimensional array using pointers  char $a[][];  char *a[][];  char &a[][]  None of the above

22 The address operator & cannot act on R-values Arithmetic expressions Both of the above Local variables

23 The statement int **a; is illegal is legal but meaningless

is syntactically and 

semantically correct None of these.

24 Which is the following is the correct way of declaring a float pointer: float ptr; float *ptr; *float ptr; None of the above
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25
What is the base data type of a pointer variable by which the memory would be 

allocated to it unsigned int float No data type

Depends upon the type 

of the variable to which it 

is pointing.

26 Which of the following are themselves a collection of different data types? string structures char all of the mentioned

27 User-defined data type can be derived by___________ struct enum typedef all of the mentioned

28 Which operator connects the structure name to its member name? – <- . Both <- and .

29 Which of the following cannot be a structure member? Another structure Function Array None of the mentioned

30 Which of the following structure declaration will throw an error? struct temp{}s; main(){}

struct temp{}; struct 

temp s; main(){}

struct temp s; struct 

temp{}; main(){} None of the mentioned

31 Which of the following return-type cannot be used for a function in C? char * struct void none of the mentioned

32 Which of the following is not possible under any scenario? s1 = &s2; s1 = s2; (*s1).number = 10; None of the mentioned

33 Which of the following operation is illegal in structures? Typecasting of structure

Pointer to a variable of 

same structure

Dynamic allocation of 

memory for structure All of the mentioned

34 Presence of code like “s.t.b = 10” indicate Syntax Error structure double data type

An ordinary variable 

name

35 Which of the following uses structure? Array of structures Linked Lists Binary Tree All of the mentioned

36
What is the correct syntax to declare a function foo() which receives an array of 

structure in function? void foo(struct *var); void foo(struct *var[]); void foo(struct var); none of the mentioned

37 Which of the following is not possible?

A structure variable 

pointing to itself

A structure variable 

pointing to another 

structure variable of 

same type

2 different type of 

structure variable 

pointing at each other None of the mentioned

38 Size of a union is determined by size of the

First member in the 

union

Last member in the 

union

Biggest member in the 

union

Sum of the sizes of all 

members

39 Members of a union are accessed as________________ union-name.member union-pointer->member

both union-

name.member & union-

pointer->member none of the mentioned

40
Which of the following share a similarity in syntax? 1. Union, 2. Structure, 3. Arrays 

and 4. Pointers 3 and 4 1 and 2 1 and 3 1, 3 and 4

41 Which of the following data types are accepted while declaring bit-fields? char float double none of the mentioned

42 Which of the following reduces the size of a structure? union bit-fields malloc none of the mentioned

43 Which of the following is not allowed? Arrays of bit fields Pointers to bit fields

Functions returning bit 

fields None of the mentioned

44 Bit fields can only be declared as part of a structure. FALSE TRUE Nothing Varies

45 How will you free the allocated memory ? remove(var-name); free(var-name); delete(var-name); dalloc(var-name);

46 What is the similarity between a structure, union and enumeration?

All of them let you define 

new values

All of them let you define 

new data types

All of them let you define 

new pointers

All of them let you define 

new structures

47 Most appropriate sentence to describe unions is Union are like structures

Union contain members 

of different data types 

which share the same 

storage area in memory

Union are less frequently 

used in program

Union are used for set 

operations

48 If initialization is a part of a structure, then storage class can be Automatic Register Static Anything

49 Which of the following comments about union are true?

Union is a structure 

whose members share 

the same storage area

Size allocated for union 

is the size of its member 

needing the maximum 

storage

Only one of the 

members of union can 

be assigned a value at a 

particular time All of these



50 Which of the following comments about the usage of structure is true?

Storage class can be 

assigned to an individual 

member

Individual members can 

be initialized within a 

structure type 

declaration

The scope of a member 

name is confined to the 

particular structure, 

within which it is defined None of the above


